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ABSTRACT

Belgium pioneered in non energetic applications of nuclear science. In 1970, the
National Institute for Radioisotopes (IRE) was founded on the ground of the experience
acquired at the CEN/SCK, for developing nuclear technics oriented to the well-being of
population.

In 1978 IRE started operation of 2 y-irradiation units with a 2.25 million Ci Co60, source
having a capacity for sterilization of more than 100 m3 of product per day. This
installation is currently operated by Griffith-Mediris (Group Griffith Micro Science) and
has accumulated 20 years of experience for irradiation of foodstuffs, Medical
Appliances and Pharmaceuticals.

In 1986, IRE was producing radioisotopes from accelerators and joined UCL for
founding ION BEAM APPLICATIONS (IBA) company which shortly became the
world leader for design and delivery of cyclotrons. More recently, on the basis of
French CEA patent, IBA developed the RHODOTRON, an e-beam accelerator, with an
X-ray option, which is now facing commercial success in the area of ionization of food
and medical appliances.

IRE developed also expertise for the backend of these activities i.e. final disposal of
radioactive sealed source and dismantling of the installations.
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Historical Background

• Since the middle of the century, in parallel with a strong involvement in the research
and development related to nuclear energy and fundamental..nuclear physics,
Belgium pioneered in industrial and medical applications of nuclear science. In
1971, the National Institute for Radioisotopes (IRE) was founded on the ground of
the experience acquired at the Radioisotopes Department of the Nuclear Research
Center of Mol (CEN/SCK) for developing nuclear technics oriented to the well-being
of population. It focused in particular on production of radioisotopes isolated by
radiochemical processing of HEU targets irradiated in reactors and of target material
activated in reactors or in particles accelerators and started producing a range of
sealed radioactive sources (Ir-192, Cs-137, Co-60,...).

• In 1978, IRE started operation of two independent industrial gamma irradiators with
a combined capacity of 2.25 million curies of cobalt-60 for sterilization of more than
100 m3 of product per day. In 1990, this department was privatized and the
installation is currently operated by Griffith Mediris SA (Group Griffith Micro
Science specialized in sterilization), IRE remaining a minority shareholder. This
installation still unique in Belgium, first specialized for irradiation of foodstuffs,
being a precursor of a technique which is well developed in only a few countries in
Europe. But progressively the range of applications extended to radiosterilization of
Medical Appliances and Pharmaceuticals and such projects as preserving of archives
and antiques were developed. Potential environmental applications was also
investigated with regard to the irradiation potentiality for reducing the bacteriological
hazards from medical wastes or for destroying some chemical contaminants. An
experience of 20 years of operation was accumulated as a contract facility offering to
the customers a radiation sterilization service of certified quality and of uninterrupted
operation ensured through careful maintenance. In addition, through proper design
of safety systems and operation procedures, a unique record of safe operation and
satisfaction of ALARA objectives for radioprotection of workers and populations
have been achieved.

• In 1986, IRE was producing radioisotopes with a 90 Mev proton cyclotron installed
on its Fleurus site and through collaboration with different University departments
when it joined the Leuven University (UCL) for founding Ion Beam Application
(IBA) Company. Then it ordered a second cyclotron, CYCLONE 30, revolutionary
and particularly efficient design developed by IBA for radioisotope production. IBA
became shortly the world leader for design and delivery of cyclotrons in a broad
range of energy and in the early nineties developed on the basis of a French CEA
patent, the RHODOTRON, an high energy/high power electron accelerator with a X-
ray conversion capability, dedicated to sterilization and industrial ionization
applications. Today, 4 installations are under operation and 2 of them are mainly
used for radiosterilization of medical appliances.
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More recently IRE developed also expertise for the backend of these activities : it
studied the problematic of the management of spent sealed sources and developed a
capacity for their dismantling in view of the final disposal of the radioactive wastes.
Although the Co-60 sources used in y-irradiators are generally recycled by the source
vendors, this approach warranties on the long term the mastering of the
environmental impact of this nuclear application.
IRE also studied the problematic of decommissioning and dismantling nuclear
facilities, including the specific case of cyclotron installations. In this frame, the
current assessment indicates that no significant problem should be faced for
decommissioning of y-irradiators or e-beam accelerators facilities.

Radiosterilisation technologies

Different radiosterilization technics have been developed in Belgium both for the
treatment of food and medical devices. The killing of insects, bacteria and fungis in
packed products hermetically sealed and impermeable to microorganisms provides
products ready for sale without further handling or risk of contamination. The results
are equivalent to these of other classical treatments (heat, fumigation, ethylene oxide,...)
and the sterility of the items can be guaranteed to the users until the opening of the
package: Furthermore, you do not face effects of significant increase of temperature or
modification of the mechanical, chemical or organoleptic properties of the product.

Irradiation is a physical method of processing which consists of exposing items, over a
limited period of time, to ionizing radiations which can be obtained either by energetic
electrons (also convertible in x rays) produced by accelerators or with gamma rays
usually emitted by cobalt-60 and eventually by cesium-137 sealed sources.

Gamma rays and x-rays have an electromagnetic nature, a short wave length and a
higher penetrating power than electrons. The inhibition of multiplication and growing
of microorganisms results from the action of radiations on the DNA molecule. The
radiation induces injuries to the double helix or abnormal bridge-building between basis
arranged along the helix. It affects the survival or the reproduction capability of micro-
organisms. Micro-organisms resistance to irradiation is function of different parameters
as temperature or dry and frozen states. The dose necessary for reducing by a factor 10
the number of germs in a gram of product (D10) can be determined but besides the
microbiological characteristics, the dose of treatment to be selected has also to take into
account the other properties (mechanical, chemical, organoleptic, ...) which could be
altered during irradiation.
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• Gamma irradiation is used for sterilization of many medical devices manufactured
with heat sensitive plastics and prepared in hermetically sealed films (syringes
surgical gloves, compresses, catheter, sutures, implants, ...). In most industrial
plants, cobalt-60 sealed sources are used. The gamma rays emitted by Co60 have two
specific energies, 1.33 and 1.17 MeV, too low for inducing radioactivity in the
exposed material. During many years, the sterilization dose was fixed to 25 KGy,
but now for economic reasons, the trend is to reduce it to lower doses still sufficient
to reach the required sterility level. Irradiation is also used for Food treatment, the
dose being function of the purpose although at such levels no risk for the health can
be generated either by critical modification or by induced radioactivity. For
inhibition of sprouting, insect desinfection or delaying ripening, low doses are
sufficient (up to 1 KGy). For reduction of microbial load and of number of non
sporing pathogens micro-organisms as well as improvement of food properties,
medium doses are used (up to 10 KGy). High doses (between 10 to 50 KGy) are
needed for elimination of virus and commercial sterilization.

• Electron beam sterilization has seen an impressive growth rate since 1990, with a
more than two-fold increase in the number of facilities sterilizing medical devices
and a six-fold increase in global processing capacity.
Industry trends include a shift to higher electron voltages and accelerator beampower.
The electron voltage of an accelerator is determining how deep a beam will penetrate
and effectively sterilize a material of known density.
For surface sterilization or treating thin devices, low to medium voltages (up to 2
MeV) are best suited. About 55 % of all the medical devices currently sterilized by
gamma can be treated with electron of about 4.5 MeV and using the 10 MeV
standard treatment voltage for most general purposes units allows to effectively
sterilize close to 93 % of packaged products.
The electron beam power of an accelerator, the product of beam voltage (e.g. 10
MeV) by beam current (e.g. 1 mA), is defining the processing capacity of the
installation. A 10. kW beam has the processing capacity of 1 MCi of Co-60 source,
or the capacity to sterilize about 75 to 100 m3 of relatively low density and low dose
products.
In recent years, a renewed interest has been shown for X-rays irradiation processing
due to better public acceptance, although its competitiveness has still to be
demonstrated.
For the treatment of food, the maximum X-rays energy allowed has been limited to 5
MeV, as cautious limit for protecting against formation of radioactive isotopes, but
higher values may be acceptable for other industrial processes. High energy X-rays
(5 MeV) are more penetrating than the Co60 or Cs 37 gamma sources but further more
it reduces the max/min dose ratio and increases the photon power utilization and
sterilization homogeneity in thicker and heavier products.
A X-ray generator rated for 500 kW of electron power at an energy of 5 MeV has the
processing capacity of 3 to 4 MCi of Co60 source depending on product thickness.
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Industrial Development in Belgium

• Griffith Mediris SA has a contract facility located on Fleurus Site, offering to the
customers the use of two independent industrial gamma irradiators with a combined
capacity of 2.25 MCi of Co6 . Cobalt-60 is produced by activation in a nuclear
reactor of pellets of Cobalt-59. A sealed gamma source is made of these pellets
encapsulated in stainless steel pencils to prevent any leakage during its use. The
Co60 pencils are delivered to the plant in a specific transport container which is
introduced in the pool and opened under water. In the irradiation cell, the radioactive
source is made up Co60 pencils arranged on a frame according to a geometry that
allows to guarantee the best homogeneity of the dose. The pencils are disposed on
the source frame with specific tools and following a well defined procedure. As Co60

is characterized by his half time 5.26 year, after a period between 15 and 20 years,
the used sources are removed and returned to the supplier.

Gammir I, the first irradiator with a maximum activity of 1.5 MCi, is a Sulzer Unicell
having the capability of continuous processing thanks to a conveyor belt system, or
of processing batches of material to be treated under the same conditions. The
material to be irradiated is loaded in boxes having a useful volume of 200 liters. The
boxes are brought on a roller conveyor and introduced in the irradiation cell through
the lower part of a rotary door. They are moved progressively thanks to pneumatic
jacks, in order to create four passages on both sides of the source holder before
ending up in the irradiated product zone.

Gammir II with a maximum activity of 0.75 MCi, is a batch irradiator using a
« switch tray » conveyor. The material to be irradiated is loaded in baskets having a
useful volume of 525 liters. Twelve baskets make up one batch. The baskets are
brought on a conveyor and introduced in the irradiation cell through a lock room
equipped with a lead door. Thanks to a programmable logic-controller, the twelve
baskets are moved step by step in a closed loop around the source and each basket
will occupy successively and for the same fixed time, the twelve stations located on
all sides of the radioactive source.

IBA's expertise in accelerator development allowed recently the industrialization of
the RHODOTRON, a new type of compact, high-energy/high power electron
accelerator being used in a wide variety of industrial application ranging from
sterilizing medical disposables to cross linking polymer parts. The unique
RHODOTRON technology is based on a simple concept developed by the French
CEA at Saclay. Using a single accelerating cavity resonating with a radial metric
wave, injected electrons recirculate through the system gaining in energy with each
pass across the cavity and tracing out a trajectory in the shape of a stylized rose.
Based on a continuous wave mode of operation, the RHODOTRON delivers an
uninterrupted (non pulsed) stream of electrons and its design provides for unique
flexibility, with options which can be fitted to any system in order to optimize the
balance of versatility and efficiency, i.e. :
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It can be switched from electron mode (10 MeV) to X-ray mode (at 5 MeV)
when deeper material penetration is required.

It can be provided with multiple beam ports including capability for vertical or
horizontal scan.

For optimizing irradiation homogeneity, it makes use of a coherent scanned
beam, with scanning frequency up to 200 Hz. It has also the capability to vary
(between 70-100 %) the beam port energy.

Economical to install (from 2 to 6 million USD) and to operate with an unsurpassed
electrical efficiency (up to 50 %), the RHODOTRON is also extremely reliable and easy
to maintain. Depending on the requirement for penetration depth of the irradiation and
productivity three basic models have been designed with energies ranging from 3 to 10
MeV and power from 80 to 150 kW, with capability for peak power up to 200 kW.

Therefore, this simple and compact design, with such versatile technical capacities and
with a remarkable cost efficiency, is used today in a rapidly growing number of
industrial applications beside the classical use for sterilization of medical appliances.

CONCLUSION

Belgium has been one of the first country contributing to development of
radiosterilization applications and has today gathered a unique experience for the
development of production facilities making use of the different irradiation technics as
well as for mastering all related problems for making radiosterilization a safe, reliable
and beneficiary nuclear application.
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